
The Nuventive Improvement Platform
Turn your plans into progress

To achieve their purpose, your institution’s strategic initiatives can’t live in 
silos. They need to be connected to your analytics and reporting systems, 
so everyone can map their progress and see what moves the needle on 
your strategic goals. With Nuventive, relevant operational data sits next  
to your plan —in the same screen—so you can drill down to understand 
your progress with live or snapshot-in-time information.

Because people will use the best information to make decisions, your 
initiatives will result in progress. You’ll accomplish your mission. And  
that makes reporting on results a whole lot easier.

Build a sustainable data-informed culture with Nuventive

Institutions with a data-informed culture can achieve more, improve 
faster and adapt better. To improve and transform any aspect of your 
institution, Nuventive helps you: 

 + Base decisions on the best information—Give faculty and staff a 
continuous feedback loop and a platform for delivering results.

 + Unite the plan and the data in a single screen—Leverage your existing 
technology investments to display live reports from your BI tools, 
online resources, and static reports and documents, all without leaving 
Nuventive.

 + Overall strategy

 + Program review

 + Learning outcomes

 + Administrative outcomes

 + Accreditation

 + General education

 + Student success

 + Diversity 

 + Sustainability

Drive planning and progress  
for any improvement initiative
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Make the most of your investments in analytics and reporting:

With its improvement database tailored to support a data-informed culture 
in higher education, Nuventive uniquely brings together your information 
and narrative in an actionable way. The Nuventive Improvement Platform’s 
Improve Analytics feature visualizes and presents the data in easily 
understood Microsoft Power BI reports.

Built and hosted on Microsoft® Azure, and based on the highest standards 
of interoperability and integration, the Nuventive Improvement Platform:

 + Brings meaningful information from your existing sources—ERP, SIS, BI, 
specialized reporting, and more—into a single, online environment and 
ties it directly to desired outcomes.

 + Directly integrates with popular learning management systems.

Do you have a data-informed culture?

To make it easy to for you to operationalize any improvement or 
transformation initiative, Nuventive:

 + Shows you where you are in relation to your plans, integrates them, and 
fosters institutional alignment, enabling you to make corrections in real 
time.

 + Helps you make the best use of available information in the context of 
your institution’s work, regardless of its source.

 + Enables you to surface and disseminate best practices.

 + Builds measurement and the opportunity to adjust plans into every step 
of the process.

 + Engages stakeholders from across the institution so they can use 
information to inform effective action.

Ready to embark on a transformational journey? 

Your journey toward a sustainable culture of data-informed excellence 
starts now. Contact us at  LearnMore@Nuventive.com.

We’re with you every step  
of the way

At Nuventive, we make sure your 
institution is up and running 
quickly—and we do it without 
losing sight of your unique needs. 
Our team brings many years of 
real-life experience in technology, 
process redesign, and facilitating 
cultural change. 

Nuventive Implementation 
Services: For minimal disruption, 
we lead set-up and configuration 
of the solution for each institution, 
including project management, 
training, and linking your existing 
plans to relevant KPIs. 

Nuventive Managed Services:  
After your Nuventive Improvement 
Platform is live, our managed 
services team will take care 
of ongoing management and 
enhancement to ensure you reap 
its full benefits. 

Nuventive Consulting Services:  
These optional services help 
your leadership team and key 
stakeholders build the action 
plan and internal competencies 
you need to take full advantage 
of performance-driven decision-
making.
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